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RME-118

GEOLOGY OF THE URANIUM DEPOSITS

OF THE LUKACHUKAI MOUNTAINS,

APACHE COUNTY, ARIZONA

ABSTRACT

In a study of the comparative importance of sedimentary and tectonic
ore controls and in search of data bearing on the origin of the
deposits, ten mines in the Lukachukai Mountains, Apache County,
Arizona were examined in detail. All commercial deposits in
the area are in the Salt Wash Member of the Morrison Formation
of Jurassic age. The ore bodies are elongate and horizontally
lenticular in shape and consist of one or more ore pockets surrounded
or separated by protore. The composite length of ore bodies consis-
ting of two or more ore pockets separated by subore grade material
ranges up to 1,100 feet; individual ore pockets range up to 350
feet in length. Elongation is usually at least three times the width
and is parallel to paleostream depositional trends measured in and
near the ore bodies. Claystone and/or siltstone units nearly
always underlie and frequently overlie the host sandstone units.
Ore occurs most frequently in trough-type, cross-stratified sandstone
which fills scours and channels in the underlying claystone units.
Lithofacies maps and mine mapping show that ore bodies are restricted
to areas of rapid lateral color change which in general are also
areas of rapid change in the ratio of mudstone to sandstone. Most
ore bodies are located on the southwest flank of the Chuska syncline
within a broad belt which trends nearly north-south across the
southeast end of the Lukachukai Mountains. It is suggested that
a set of shear joints served as vertical channelways for the distribu-
tion of migrating uraniferous ground water. Location of the ore
belt is apparently controlled by the intersection of these shear
joints and particularly favorable facies of the Salt Wash Member.
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INTRODUCTION

Purpose and Scope

Six representative mines in the Lukachukai Mountains area were
mapped in detail in order to determine and evaluate the comparative
importance of sedimentary and tectonic ore controls and in search
of data bearing on origin of the deposits. Several mines were
mapped in less detail as a check on the characteristics noted in
the first six. Areal geology was reviewed and summarized and
previous work on the geology of the uranium deposits--based
primarily on data from drilling projects--was summarized and evalu-
ated in the light of findings obtained by mine mapping. Plans
of the mines showing paleostream depositional trends, joints, ore
pockets, lithology, and other pertinent features were prepared;
cross sections and longwall sections were drawn to illustrate
features that are best shown in vertical section. When plan maps
of the mines were not available from the operators, the workings
were mapped by transit survey and/or brunton and tape. An areal
map showing sedimentary trends, joints, the location of ore bodies,
and structure contours was compiled; and a lithofacies map of
the Salt Wash Member was prepared to aid in evaluating ore controls.
Field study began in January 1956, and continued intermittently
to June 1957.

Geography

Location and Accessibility

The Lukachukai Mountains are in the Navajo Indian Reservation,
Apache County, Arizona (fig. 1). The point 36030' north latitude,
109 15' west longitude lies in the southeast quarter of the area.
The only U. S. Geological Survey control point in the area is
primary triangulation station LUKA (fig. 2). Three U. S. Geological
Survey spirit level lines start at Red Rock, Arizona, (fig. 1).
One follows the road westward from Red Rock, past Cove Mesa,
to Sweetwater; the second follows the road northward to Beclabito;
the third follows the road southward to Lukachukai.

A field camp was established near Cove Day School, 40 miles south-
west of Shiprock, New Mexico (fig. 1). From the junction of U. S.
highways 666 and 550 at Shiprock, Cove School may be reached
by traveling south seven miles on highway 666 to a graveled cross-
road, then west 33 miles. Unimproved dirt roads led from Cove
School to the mines and drilling areas in the Lukachukai Mountains.
Haulage distances from the mines to Cove School range from four
to thirteen miles. The nearest daily passenger and freight air
service is at Farmington, New Mexico. An airstrip suitable for
light planes is located 24 airline miles northeast of Cove School.
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Topography

The essentially flat-topped main ridge of the Lukachukai Mountains
is about 8,800 feet above sea level, but isolated peaks rise up
to 100 feet higher. Elevation at the mines ranges from 7,200
to 7,770 feet. Fingerlike mesas and deep, steep-walled canyons
combine to form very rugged topography of high relief. Except
for the higher mountain slopes above the heads of the canyons,
the topography provides excellent, fairly continuous rock exposures,
though in many places inaccessible. The rugged topography makes
roadbuilding difficult and hazardous.

All of the Lukachukai Mountains area north of 36030' parallel
is included in U. S. Geological Survey topographic quadrangles
Red Rock Valley, Arizona-New Mexico and Los Gigantes Buttes,
Arizona. Contact prints and aerial mosaics of the area are also
available from the Geological Survey.

Climate, Vegetation, and Water Resources

The climate ranges from semi-arid in the broad valleys to dry
and moist sub-humid mountains. Thundershowers during the
summer months account for most of the annual rainfall; annual
precipitation is 10 to 20 inches. The mountains are covered with
snow in the winter, but in the broad valleys around the mountains,
snow usually melts between storms. Temperatures range from minus
20 degrees to 105 degrees F. The problem of maintaining mine
access roads during the winter is important and should be considered
in exploration and mining costs.

Juniper and pinyon are abundant at elevations between 6,000 and
7,000 feet. Ponderosa pine and quaking aspen forests cover most
of the shady northeastern mountain slopes above 7,000 feet elevation.
The timber is available for use in the mines. Several species
of Astragalus, a selenium (and uranium) indicator plant are locally
abundant in many mineralized areas.

Three small springs have been developed into supplies of water
for drilling and mining (fig. 2). One is on Camp Mesa, another
between Mesa I and Mesa I, and a third at the back of Mesa VII.
The rate of flow of the springs is on the order of several gallons
to several tens of gallons per minute. In addition to these sources,
drinking water for the school, trading post, and mine camps is
obtained from a shallow well in the wash just west of Cove School.

Acknowledgments

For cooperation and many courtesies, thanks are due: Kerr-McGee
Oil Industries, Navajo Uranium Division; Climax Uranium Corporation;
and Walter Duncan Mining Company.
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History of Exploration and Mining

Uranium ore was first discovered in the Lukachukai Mountains by
Navajo Indians. F. A. Sitton, Dove Creek, Colorado, leased and
operated the first property on Mesa I, and in early 1950 he shipped
the first ore. By late 1951, two companies were producing ore from
five mines. In September 1950, the Atomic Energy Commission began
the first drilling project which was followed by five others that continued
intermittently to August 1955. During this time, mine operators expanded
exploration and development activities, and production steadily increased.

Although some shallow or exposed ore bodies have been successfully
mined by stripping and open pit methods, most ore bodies are mined
by the room and pillar method or modifications of it. Major operators
mine the year round on a two or three shift basis.

The area is part of the Navajo Indian Reservation and is under the
jurisdiction of the Bureau of Indian Affairs, U. S. Department of the
Interior. Leases and mining permits are obtained from the Navajo
Tribal Council at Window Rock, Arizona.

At the beginning of field work for this project, four companies were
producing ore from ten mines and a total of twenty mines were available
for study. During the project, production began in eight additional
mines. Distribution of mines permitted the selection of a representative
number to be mapped in detail.

Previous Work

Emery (1916), Williams (1936), and Appledorn and Wright (1957)
studied the igneous rocks in the surrounding area. Gregory (1917)
included the Lukachukai Mountains area in a reconnaissance of the
Navajo country. Stratigraphy of the region has been studied by many
writers including Baker, Dane, and Reeside (1936; 1947), Goldman
and Spencer (1941), Stokes (1944), Wright and Becker (1951), Craig,
et al. (1955), Strobell (1956), and Harshbarger, Repenning, and
Irwin (1957). Strobell (1956) included most of the Lukachukai
Mountains in his geologic map of the Carrizo Mountains area.

GENERAL GEOLOGY

The Lukachukai Mountains lie on the northeast flank of the Defiance
Uplift which separates the San Juan Basin on the east, from the Black
Mesa Basin, on the west. The mountains are an erosional remnant
of sedimentary rocks which range in age from Triassic to Tertiary.
About 3,500 feet of continental and marginal marine sediments are
exposed. All Cretaceous rocks and any pre-Chuska Tertiary rocks
have been removed and an angular unconformity separates Jurassic
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rocks from the Chuska Sandstone of Tertiary age (fig. 3). Rocks
older than the Chinle Formation of Upper Triassic age are not
exposed in the area, but a hole drilled on Beclabito dome, about
21 miles northeast of Cove School, penetrated 3,515 feet of Paleozoic
rocks and was completed in sediments of Devonian (?) age. Figure
4 shows a representative section of rocks exposed in the Lukachukai
Mountains area.

Stratigraphy and Sedimentary Rocks

Triassic Strata

Chinle Formation - The fluvial and lacustrine Chinle Formation
is exposed in broad valleys around the mountains. Uranium minerals
have been found in bleached parts of a sandstone in the lower
Chinle where carbon trash is present. The Shinarump Member,
although not exposed in the Lukachukai Mountains area, is silicified
in exposures on the south flank of the Carrizo Mountains, and
is regarded as unfavorable for deposition of uranium (Labrecque,
1957). The Chinle thickens eastward.

Wingate Sandstone - Eolian sandstones and siltstones of the Wingate
Sandstone are exposed around the foot of the mountains in steep
ledgy slopes and picturesque vertical cliffs. The greatest thickness
of Wingate in the Colorado Plateau is found in the vicinity of
Red Rock Valley from where the formation thins rapidly eastward
and more slowly to the north and west.

Jurassic (?) Strata

Navajo Sandstone - The eolian Navajo Sandstone, which is nearly
co-extensive with the Kayenta Formation, is exposed as a wedge
edge on a bench northwest of Mexican Cry Mesa. The sandstone
thickens to the northwest.

Carmel Formation - The Carmel Formation consists of marginal
marine siltstones and mudstones which thin southeastward and pinch
out in the Lukachukai Mountains area. It overlaps the Kayenta
and Navajo feather edges and rests unconformably on the Wingate
Sandstone. Thinning may be due to pre-Entrada erosion or by
lateral gradation into the silty facies of the Entrada Sandstone,
or both (Strobell, 1956).

Entrada Sandstone - The marginal marine sandstones and siltstones
of the Entrada are partly sub-aerial and partly sub-aqueous (Strobell,
1956). The formation is exposed around the perimeter of the
mountains and rests conformably on the Carmel where present;
where the Carmel is absent, the Entrada rests unconformably on
the Wingate Sandstone.

Todilto Limestone - The Todilto Limestone is absent; its nearest
exposure is on the east flank of the Carrizo Mountains.

-6-



LITHOLOGY

. Conglomerate

.o: Sandstone, conglomeratic
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Sandstone, grayish white to light brown; fine to medium rained; subrounded, frosted quartz grains with abundant black
rains; lower part very friable, upper part highly silicified; cros-stratified; locally contains volcanic ash andbentonite; conglomeratic at base.

..-. :::. - -.. ::. .... -.
,.-..: .-.... .. .. .:. :-
.. .... . . .

Sandstone, moderate pink to light brown; medium to coarse grained; well-rounded, poorly swrted quartz grains with
abundant quartz overgrowths; lenticular, cross-stratified. Interbedded with cl aystone, greenish-gray and pink;
silty and sandy.

Sandstone, pale red to grayish orange pink; fine to medium grained; quartzose with abundant white and black chert
and some feldspar; lenti cular, cross-strati fied. Interbedded with cl ay stone, grayish red, very silty and sandy.

-- . I -. _ - _ -_
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SUMMERVILLE--- -.- cross-stratified; lower part is stltstone, moderate reddish brown, argillaceous and calcareous; thin bedded.
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-..........-... ' and calcareous sandy mudstone; forms vertical or undercut cliffs.

.. . ... . ... .
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0 . . . . sandstone, olive gray, coarse grained, micaceous, friable, locally conglomeratic.

-
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Figure 4. Representative section of rocks exposed in Lukochukal Mountains area, Apache Co., Arizona
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Summerville Formation - The marginal marine interbedded sandstones
and siltstones of the Summerville Formation overlie the Entrada
Sandstone and are exposed around the perimeter of the mountains.
The typical red and white banding described in other localities
is usually absent in the Lukachukai Mountains. The Summerville
grades into and intertongues with the overlying Bluff Sandstone.

Bluff Sandstone - The Bluff Sandstone is of eolian origin and is
exposed around the perimeter of the mountains. It locally grades
into or intertongues with the overlying Salt Wash Member of the
Morrison Formation, but the contact is usually easy to distinguish.

Morrison Formation

Salt Wash Member - The Salt Wash Member of the Morrison Formation
is the only commercial ore bearing unit. It crops out continuously
around the perimeter of the mountains. Festoon cross-stratification,
current lineation, rib-and-furrow, and ripple marks are common
sedimentary structures in the sandstone units. Their azimuths
provide data on paleostream direction. Sand-filled mud cracks
and pre-consolidation slump structures are also common. Cross-
stratified sandstones are interbedded with siltstone and claystone.
The sandstone commonly contains mud-galls and claystone splits;
mudstone pebble conglomerate or edgewise conglomerate lenses
or splits often separate individual sandstone lenses within a sandstone
unit. Carbonized plant material, ranging in size from small flecks
to logs, is widely distributed and locally abundant. The base
of the Salt Wash is marked by the lowest cut-and-fill type bedding,
and over most of the area by six inches to two feet of white calcar-
eous sandstone which is the uppermost part of the Bluff Sandstone
(Masters, 1953). Sandstones of the Bluff are medium grained,
well rounded and frosted; basal Salt Wash sandstones are fine
or very fine grained, usually subangular and are not frosted.
The contact is generally easy to distinguish, but on the west side
of Mesa II the contact is gradational through a vertical zone of
five feet in which Bluff- and Salt Wash-type lithologies are present.
The upper part of the Salt Wash intertongues with the overlying
Recapture Member, and the lithologies are so similar as to make
distinction between the two members nearly impossible without
microscopic examination. On gamma-logs, a characteristic two-
pointed deflection marks a gray lacustrine mudstone bed near the
contact with the Recapture Member, and this bed is arbitrarily
picked as the top of the Salt Wash.

The Salt Wash (Craig, et al., 1955) was deposited by an aggrading,
braided stream system on an alluvial fan, the apex of which
is near where the Colorado River enters Arizona. The major source
was probably in west-central Arizona and southeast California.
It was derived mainly from older sedimentary formations, and only
minor contributions came from igneous and metamorphic rocks.
Fresh angular feldspar and quartz grains in outcrops of the Four
Corners region suggest that some material was brought from the

-8-



Recapture source by north-flowing streams cutting into and through
sediments deposited by east- or southeast-flowing streams. The
thickness of the Salt Wash ranges from about 100 feet on Mesa
I to 180 feet on Thirsty Mesa. The Recapture member is thinnest
in areas where the Salt Wash is thickest.

Masters (1953) postulates that three facies of the Salt Wash, represen-
ting different depositional environments, are present across the
Lukachukai Mountains. He states that a thick continuous sandstone
facies grades southeastward into a lenticular sandstone and mudstone
facies, which in turn grades southeastward into a mudstone and
stray sandstone facies. He also states that a lenticular sandstone
and mudstone facies exactly coincides with the ore trend or belt.
Masters suggests that the facies relationships are to be attributed
to the loss of velocity in Salt Wash streams and consequent deposition.
Sedimentary trends plotted in figure 3 do not substantiate this
conclusion which would require deposition by predominantly east-
to southeast-flowing streams over the whole area. Moreover, new
data show that thick, continuous sandstones comprising up to 90
percent of the Salt Wash are present in the lenticular sandstone
and mudstone facies near the change to mudstone and stray sandstone.
This new evidence suggests that the boundaries of facies changes,
as outlined by Masters are oversimplified and that they do not
exert the control over configuration of the ore belt as originally
believed. This problem is discussed further under ore guides
and controls.

Recapture Member - The fluvial interbedded sandstones and mudstones
of the Recapture Member crop out on the higher parts of the mesas,
but are usually rather poorly exposed. The major source of
Recapture sediments (Craig, et al., 1955) was probably in west-
central New Mexico in an area of pre-existing igneous, metamorphic,
and sedimentary rocks. The member was deposited by streams
in an alluvial fan environment similar to that of the Salt Wash.
The Salt Wash and Recapture fans coalesced in a wide belt near
the Four Corners region. Probably the anomalous north and north-
east trending stream patterns in the Salt Wash sandstones and the
similar lithology of Recapture and Salt Wash sandstones of the
Lukachukai Mountains are a result of the influence of Recapture
streams and clastics on Salt Wash deposition. Sub-ore-grade
uranium deposits are found in the Recapture on Mesa I, Flag, Step,
and Three Point Mesas. Ore-grade uranium deposits occur in the
upper Recapture near Sanostee, New Mexico, about 22 miles
southeast of Cove School.

Westwater Canyon Member - The Westwater Canyon Member consists
of fluvial sandstone and minor amounts of mudstone. Locally pre-
Chuska erosion has removed the member from the southern part
of the area. Facies distribution of the member (Craig, et al.,
1955) indicates a major source in west-central New Mexico in an
area of igneous, metamorphic, and sedimentary rocks. The member
was formed as a broad, fan-shaped alluvial plain similar to that
of the Recapture. In view of the current features of the sandstones
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kai Mountains area are listed. (1) In the Lukachukai Mountains,

the Westwater sandstone contains no asphaltic material; at Ambrosia
asphaltic material is abundant. (2) It is usually pink or red, whereas
at Ambrosia Lake the sandstone is light gray over broad areas interrupted

by areas of pink to tan coloration. (3) Westwater sandstone in
the Lukachukais contains less feldspar and less interstitial mud
than the same unit at Ambrosia Lake.

Brushy Basin Member - The Brushy Basin Member has been locally
removed from the Lukachukai Mountains area by pre-Chuska erosion,
but it is exposed east of the area around the flanks of Beautiful
Mountain (fig. 1).

Cretaceous Strata - Pre-Chuska erosion has locally removed all Creta-
ceous rocks which may have been deposited in the Lukachukai Mountains
area. Dakota Sandstone, Mancos Shale, and Gallup Sandstone are
exposed just east of the area around the flanks of Beautiful Mountain.

Tertiary Strata

Chuska Sandstone - The eolian Chuska Sandstone is exposed on the
upper slopes of the mountains. A resistant silicified unit of the
Chuska caps the main mountain ridge. The Chuska unconformably
overlies the folded and truncated Triassic and Jurassic rocks so
that from northwest to southeast it rests on successively older
beds (fig. 2).

Igneous Rocks

A small dike which intrudes the Salt Wash on Mesa I is the only
exposed igneous rock in the Lukachukai Mountains area. The rock
is a member of the minette-vogesite group (S. R. Austin, written
communication, 1957). The dike contains numerous xenoliths, one
of which was identified as quartzite, formed by contact metamorphism
of argillaceous sandstone. Sills, dikes, plugs, volcanic flows,
and a laccolith are present in the surrounding area. The laccolith,
sills, and dikes of the Carrizo Mountains are diorite porphyry;
the dikes and plugs in Red Rock Valley and in the Chuska Mountains
are monchiquite (Williams, 1936) and are associated with tuff-breccia
containing xenoliths of the underlying sedimentary and crystalline
rocks. Extrusive rocks of the Chuska Mountains are sanidine basalt
(Williams, 1936).

Williams (1936, p. 148) states that there is no reason to doubt that
the Navajo volcanoes and those of the Hopi Buttes area were active
at the same time, that is, during the middle and late Pliocene.
Wright (1956, p. 432) dates the vulcanism as middle or late Pliocene.
In the Chuska Mountains, minette dikes and plugs intrude rocks as
young as the Chuska Sandstone which may be as old as Eocene (?)
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(Strobell, 1956) or as young as Pliocene (?) (Allen, 1953). In the
Carrizo Mountains, Mancos Shale of Cretaceous age is uplifted by
the diorite porphyry laccolith. The igneous rocks are therefore
all post-Mancos and some are post-Chuska. A closer age relationship
between the laccolithic intrusion and the minette dikes and plugs
has not been determined but Strobell (1956) suggests that the dikes

and plugs are younger.

There is no evidence to suggest a direct time or space relationship
between the igneous rocks and the formation of ore bodies, either
in the Lukachukai Mountains or in surrounding areas. However,
at the Zona No. 1 mine in the north Carrizo Mountains, between Becla-
bito and Teec Nos Pos (fig. 1) post-ore sicification and metamorphism
suggest that the uranium mineralization occurred before the intrusion
ofA t aft IaIcoIith. Similar age relaioiiihps have been ~esiibed
by Corey (1958) at the Nelson Point No. 1 mine in the east Carrizo
Mountains north of Red Rock.

Structure

Regional

The Lukachukai Mountains are on the northeast flank of the Defiance
Uplift, a north-trending structure 110 miles long and 50 miles wide
(fig. 5). To the west, the rocks dip gently toward Black Mesa basin
which is separated from the Defiance uplift by the Sheep Creek,
Chinle, and Rock Mesa monoclines. To the east, strata dip steeply
along the Defiance monocline into the San Juan basin. The northeast
limit of the Defiance uplift is marked by the Toadlena anticline, which,
in conjunction with the Chuska syncline, trends northwest for nearly
45 miles oblique to the long axis of the Defiance uplift. The Lukachu-
kai Mountains lie in the northwestern part of the Chuska syncline.

A smaller structure, known as the Red Rock monocline, turns away
from the northeast flank of the Toadlena anticline near Red Rock
Trading Post and trends north for about 12 miles. The monocline
dips to the east about 5 degrees or less. Few faults are present
in the area surrounding the Lukachukai Mountains.

Local

The Chuska syncline, the associated Lukachukai monocline and Toadlena
anticline are the dominant structural features of the Lukachukai Mountains
area. Figure 3 shows structure contours drawn on the base of the
Salt Wash Member of the Morrison Formation. From Mesa I, the
axis of the Chuska syncline strikes about N. 45 W. to the north
side of Mesa VII, turns to N. 65 W. and continues to the west edge
of Mexican Cry Mesa. Beyond Mexican Cry, the axial line swings
westward, then northward for several miles before the fold dies out.
The axis plunges to the northwest but not at a constant rate. From Mesa

]] See note on page 64.
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I to the southeast side of Mesa VI, the plunge is about one half degree;
from Mesa VI to the east side of Mexican Cry Mesa the plunge is only
0. 1 degree; across Mexican Cry Mesa the plunge is again about one
half degree.

As illustrated in structure cross section EF, Figure 3, the Chuska
syncline is sharply asymmetric. The steeply dipping limb of the syncline,
here termed the Lukachukai monocline, faces southwest opposing
the regional dip off the Defiance uplift. The axis of the Toadlena anticline
nearly parallels that of the syncline and plunges northwest at a variable
rate. Although the Lukachukai monocline may be the surface expression
of a deep-seated fault, no faults as such are known in the area.

Each joint plotted in Figure 3 represents the average strike and dip
of 30 to 50 measurements at that locality, the specific number depending
on the deviation of the strike of the joints at that locality. Although
the joints do not form a well defined pattern, they may be divided
into four sets. One is subparallel to the axis of the syncline, another
is subperpendicular to the axis. These two sets may be classed as
a tension system of longitudinal and cross joints, possibly related
in origin to the plunging syncline. If this is true, the set perpendicular
to the axis should be more pronounced in areas where the plunge
of the syncline is steepest, but apparently this is not the case; at
least it is not definitely shown by the sampling. The longitudinal
and cross joints are distributed widely over the entire area, but the
other two sets are found only on Mexican Cry Mesa and in the area
of the ore belt. The strike of the longitudinal and cross joints changes
across the mesas so that they are always sub-parallel and sub-perpendic-
ular to the curving axis of the syncline until on Mexican Cry Mesa
the longitudinal and cross joints are nearly north-south and east-west.
The other two sets of joints strike N. 5 E. to N. 25 E. and nearly
east.

These joints are characteristic of the ore belt and form a 40 to 60 degree
angle with the axis of the syncline; similar joints on Mexican Cry
Mesa strike N. 50-60 E. and are present only on the northwesternmost
tips of the mesa. The question immediately arises as to why there
is such a peculiar distribution of these joints. An answer may lie
in the fact that the joint distribution with the areas where the plunge
of the syncline is the steepest. Since the only area of any extent which
contains the N. 5 E. to N. 25 E. joints is the ore belt, the inference
may be drawn that the location of the ore belt is genetically related
to the joints which may be a result of the movement which caused the
plunge of the syncline. The possibility of a genetic relationship between
the location of the ore belt and the N. 5 E. to N. 25 E. joints is
supported by the supposition that these joints are a result of shear
rather than of tension and hence would be more through-going and
provide better pathways for ore solutions. Furthermore, in the vicinity
of ore deposits on East and West Mesas (fig. 2), on Cove Mesa
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(fig . 1), and in all of the ore-bearing areas around the Carrizo

Mountains, joints striking N. to N. 25 E. -- such as those present
in the ore belt of the Lukachukai Mountains--are a prominent set.
Similar sets were not found at any of the barren localities around the
Carrizo Mountains where joints were measured.

Geologic History

Regional History

Throughout most of the Paleozoic era a positive mass existed in the
area that is presently the Defiance uplift. Pennsylvanian and older
Paleozoic formations, which lapped onto but not over the positive
element, were deposited in a basin which trended northwestward across
the Four Corners region (Read and Wood, 1947; McKee, 1951). The
Permian Cutler Formation was the first to be deposited over the old
positive mass, and the formation thins appreciably in that area.

The region may have been emergent during early Triassic time,
for the Moenkopi Formation thins toward and is absent within the Luka-
chukai Mountains. After widespread subareal erosion, the fluvial
Shinarump Member of the Chinle Formation was deposited. The
remainder of the Chinle Formation followed and the thick uniform beds
throughout the region indicate that no structural high was present
during Chinle time. The Triassic Wingate Sandstone thins rapidly
eastward from Red Rock Valley; the Jurassic (?) Kayenta Formation
and the Jurassic Navajo Sandstone pinch out within the Lukachukai
Mountains area against the northwest edge of the Defiance uplift; the
Carmel Formation also pinches out within the area along a northeast
trending line. The pinchouts and thinning to the east and southeast
probably indicate a structural high in the northern part of the Defiance
uplift during latest Triassic and early Jurassic time. The tectonic
movement which formed this positive element may have been the precour-
sor of the present Lukachukai monocline. The Entrada Sandstone
was then deposited from sources to the south and east. Afterwards,
the Todilto Limestone, locally absent in the Lukachukai Mountains
area, accumulated to the north and east. While the Summerville Forma-
tion was being deposited near the margins of the Curtis sea, the
Bluff Sandstone encroached northward from a source south of the
Defiance uplift to tongue and grade into the Summerville in the surround-
ing area.

Salt Wash sediments from a western source then spread over the
region on an alluvial fan; at the same time the Recapture fan was spread-
ing northward from the apex near Gallup, New Mexico, and the two
fans coalesced over a broad area near the Four Corners. The rapid
change in direction of Salt Wash sedimentary trends shown in Figure
3 may indicate tectonic movement along the Lukachukai monocline
during deposition of the Salt Wash as suggested by Stokes
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(1954, P. 43) or merely a deflection by the Recapture fan. The southern
provenance which contributed the Recapture sediments was rejuvenated,
and during Westwater Canyon time, clastics from it were deposited
in an environment similar to that of the Salt Wash and Recapture.
Although the Brushy Basin Member of the Morrison Formation is
locally absent in the Lukachukai Mountains area, it was undoubtedly
deposited over the entire region. Dakota, Mancos, Mesaverde and
some younger sediments were deposited over the region in and marginal
to the Upper Cretaceous sea; and later removed from the area of the
Lukachukai Mountains by pre-Chuska erosion. During very late
Cretaceous and early Tertiary time, orogenic movement developed
the modern aspects of the Defiance uplift and associated structures
(Kelley, 1951, p. 130) and probably formed the present Lukachukai
monocline. The older structures along which movement had been
recurring since late Paleozoic time controlled the configuration of
the more intense late Cretaceous and early Tertiary deformation.
The folded beds along the northern part of the Defiance uplift were
then truncated by a period of erosion which stripped all the Cretaceous
rocks, and any younger beds, that may have been present from
the Lukachukai Mountains area. The age of the Chuska Sandstone,
deposited over the folded and truncated Mesazoic rocks, is subject
to question, and its relation to the intrusion of the Carrizo laccolith
is unknown. As noted previously, the igneous rocks are all post-
Mancos and some are post-Chuska. After a period of vulcanism
in middle or late Pliocene (Williams, 1936, p. 148; Wright, 1956, p.
432) which possibly accompanied deposition of the Chuska Sandstone,
the region was uplifted, and the present period of erosion began.]]

Local History

The Salt Wash stream pattern in the Lukachukai Mountains area is
much more complex than that in the Carrizo Mountains area to the
north. The sandy phases of the Salt Wash and Recapture represent
contemporaneous fan building, the Salt Wash fan spreading southeastward
and the Recapture fan spreading to the north. As the coalescing
fans accumulated sediments at varying rates, the streams and sediments
of one fan deflected those of the other, resulting in the two predominant
stream patterns now observed in the Salt Wash of the Lukachukai
Mountains area. Sediments from the Recapture source were probably
reworked by Salt Wash streams and mixed with sediments from the
Salt Wash source. Recapture sedimentation, persisting longer, finally
covered the Salt Wash.

As shown in Figure 3, three belts of stream patterns are present in
the Salt Wash of the Lukachukai Mountains. Immediately southwest
of the axis of the Chuska syncline is a mile-wide belt of complex stream
patterns which trend north, northeast, east, southeast, or southwest
in different parts of the belt. Adjoining this belt to the southwest
is a parallel belt in which the stream trends are predominantly east
or southeast, although a few northeast trends are present. In

]] See note on page 64.
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a belt along the southwest rim of the mountains, nearly all of the stream
trends are to the northeast. In other words, the stream pattern becomes
increasingly complex toward the axis of the Chuska syncline. This
may be interpreted to mean that a structural barrier--the ancestral
monocline--existed during Salt Wash time and that streams were
deflected away from the barrier so that the complex pattern was developed.
The thinning and pinch-outs of Triassic and Jurassic sediments, and
the local absence of the Todilto Limestone support this view and suggest
that movement along the ancestral monocline was recurrent through
Triassic and Jurassic time. The two dominant northeast and east
to southeast trends may be explained by the coalescing of fans.

The age of ore deposition is uncertain, but it probably occurred during
the later stages of Laramide deformation, that is, in latest Cretaceous
or in early Tertiary time during the pre-Chuska erosion period.

URANIUM DEPOSITS

Ore bodies in the Lukachukai Mountains are in the Salt Wash Member
of the Morrison Formation, but sub-ore-grade deposits have been
found in the overlying Recapture Member and in the Chinle Formation.
The stratigraphic position of host units within the Salt Wash ranges
from 35 to 80 feet above the Salt Wash-Bluff contact and although the
top of the Salt Wash is very poorly defined, all of the ore deposits
are in, roughly, the two middle quarters of the Salt Wash. Neither
ore nor protore is known in the lower 20 feet of the Salt Wash, but
protore may occur at any other stratigraphic position within the member.

The uranium deposits consist of one or more individual masses of
ore surrounded or separated by protore. The term ore body, as here
applied, refers to the composite extent of both ore-grade material
and the surrounding sub-ore-grade mineralized rock. The individual
masses of ore-grade material are here called ore pockets, and such
pockets may range up to 350 feet in length. In exceptionally large
and rich deposits the aggregate length of the ore mass may exceed
1,000 feet, in which case the term ore pocket would not apply.

Nearly all ore bodies are elongate at least three times the width,
and most of the ore pockets within the ore bodies are elongate at least

twice the width. The overall elongation of every ore body is parallel
to paleostream depositional trends measured in and near the ore bodies.

-More-specifically, although the ore body may extend across several
separate sand lenses presumed to be deposits in paleostream channels,
most of the ore pockets lie within and are elongate parallel to sand
lenses. All of the ore bodies are lenticular in cross section. Thickness
of the ore bodies ranges from 1 foot to 22 feet.

The host sandstone units, ranging from 10 to 40 feet in thickness,
are white, gray, limonitic brown, or red and contain mud galls, claystone
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splits, and mudstone pebble conglomerate lenses. The sandstones
are fine-grained, lenticular, and cross-stratified; carbon is locally
abundant, particularly in sandstones deposited by east and southeast-
flowing streams. Claystone and/or siltstone units, which are laterally
continuous across one or two mesas, nearly always underlie and
frequently overlie the host units. The host sandstone changes from
its normal color of pink or reddish-brown to gray or tan in the vicinity
of ore bodies, although the specific ore zones usually contain red,
brown, and black stains. The vertical interval of the host unit through
which ore is distributed is here defined as the ore zone. Seldom
does an ore zone extend through the total thickness of the host unit;
instead, barren rock nearly always separates the ore zone from
the bottom and frequently from the top of the host unit.

[ f""'QK

The most common occurrences of uraniferous material are: (1) in
cross-stratified sandstone containing red, brown, and black stains
and cements which give the ore a characteristic mottled or banded
appearance; (2) in limonite-stained, cross-stratified sandstone associ-
ated with halos and bands of limonite; (3) in and around carbonized
plant material; (4) in mudstone pebble conglomerates or associated
with claystone splits and partings; and (5) as joint fillings. Sandstones
containing interstitial clay, and sandstones having irregular bedding
seem to be preferred loci for the deposition of ore. Calcium carbonate
concretions and bands, most of which are stained dark gray or reddish-
black, are commonly associated with ore, but similar bands and concretions,
though most are unstained, are common in barren rock. In any of
the above occurrences, tyuyamunite--by far the most common uranium
mineral--may be disseminated, or it may occur as diffusion bands,
cement, grain coatings, or as replacement of calcite and carbon.
Partially or completely oxidized vanadium minerals are commonly
associated with the uranium.

The size and shape of all the known ore bodies (1957) are plotted to
scale in Figure 3. All the larger and nearly all of the smaller ones
are in a belt which trends slightly east of north, oblique to the axis
of the Chuska syncline. Within this belt, ore bodies are found in clusters,
and the larger clusters are located either in reentrants at the heads
of canyons or near the back end of the mesas. This distribution
is probably the result of several factors. Deposits on the narrow,
finger-like mesas are most subject to oxidation and probably have
been leached.

Drilling depths to the host unit are much greater toward the core of
the mountains, and much of this area has never been drilled or
has been inadequately tested. Perhaps the apparent clustering of
ore bodies near the rims is merely a result of greater drilling in these
areas. Control of the location of clusters of ore bodies by northeast-
striking shear joints will be discussed later, but such control may
cause apparent clustering at the heads of canyons if the same joints
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partially controlled weathering of the sediments, cutting of the canyons
and leaching of deposits.

All ore bodies are on the southwest limb of the Chuska syncline with
the exception of several large deposits on Mesa I and a small deposit
on the northern tip of Mesa V which are located on the northeastern
limb of the syncline. Within the ore belt only a very small amount
of Salt Wash is preserved on the northeastern limb of the syncline.
Thus the two occurrences strongly suggest that ore bodies at one
time were present on the northeast limb but have since been removed
by erosion. No direct relation is apparent between the fold and the
location of ore bodies, ore clusters, or the ore belt.

As previously noted, all ore bodies are elongate parallel to paleostream
depositional trends, but this is not true of all ore pockets. In many
.mines, projections of ore which deviate from the paleostream depositional
trend are elongate parallel to prominent joint sets in the mines. Similarly,
ore grade and thickness contours, the overall pattern of which closely
follow sedimentary trends, show lobes and projections which parallel
the prominent joint sets. The largest ore pocket in the Hall Mine is
roughly L-shaped, one branch being parallel to the sedimentary
trend, the other parallel to the dominant joints. Thus, joint patterns
bear a close relationship to the distribution of ore pockets within an
ore body, but whether this relationship is a primary feature or
is the result of secondary redistribution is unknown. No faults are
present in the vicinity of the mines which were mapped.

Camp Mine

The Camp Mine is on the south side of Camp Mesa, on the southwestern
edge of the Lukachukai Mountains (fig. 2). Elevation at the main haulage
portal is 7,694 feet above sea level. The base of the host unit is about
65 feet above the Salt Wash-Bluff contact.

The ore body and ore pockets within it are irregularly elongate and
are horizontally lenticular in cross section. Thickness of the ore
ranges from 1 to 10 feet and averages about 3 feet. As illustrated
in Figure 6 by the configuration of the large stoped area, the largest
ore pocket, is about 300 feet long and 120 to 170 feet wide and lies
mainly within a sand-filled channel which is 100 to 125 feet wide.
The presence of ore associated with a small lens striking N. 24 E.
results in a northwestward extension of the ore pocket outside the
edge of the main channel. The southeastward extension outside of
the channel is parallel to the most prominent joint set which strikes
N. 65 W. Carbonized logs containing uranium and vanadium minerals
are more abundant in this extension than elsewhere in the mine.
Other smaller ore pockets are elongate two or three times the width,
and are parallel to sedimentary trends which strike approximately
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N. 50 E. The thickness of these pockets averages slightly over two
feet. The smaller ore pockets are located either underneath and beside
small channels which are filled with slumped and crinkled sandstone,
siltstone, and claystone, or within small channels filled with festoon

and other trough-type cross-stratified sandstone.

The ore consists mostly of tyuyamunite and partially to completely
oxidized vanadium minerals. Uraninite was reported by Gruner and
Smith (1955). No other uranium minerals were identified at the time
this report was written. Vanadium minerals present include corvusite,
pascoite, metarossite, vanadium clays and possibly montroseite (S .R.
Austin, personal communication).

Since only traces of primary minerals are now present, very little
is known about primary depositional processes. The ore occurrences
now observed are the result of oxidation and slight re-distribution
of primary constituents. As illustrated in Figure 7, the most common
ore occurrences are (1) in the characteristically red, brown, black
stained zone, (2) in limonite stained sandstone associated with halos
and bands of limonite, (3) in mudstone pebble conglomerates or associ-
ated with thin claystone splits, and (4) in association with carbonized
logs. The filling of open spaces, including pore space and fractures,
is the dominant ore habit but ore in diffusion bands and as replacement
of carbon were also observed.

The host sandstone unit, which is about 30 feet thick in the vicinity
of the Camp Mine, is gray, tan, or reddish-brown, fine-grained,
lenticular, and cross-stratified. The sandstone contains mudstone
galls, claystone splits, and mudstone pebble conglomerate lenses
which become more numerous in the upper third of the unit. The
mudstones are either mottled or entirely red, green, or gray.
Gray or tan color of the sandstone surrounding the ore body extends
laterally for several hundred feet on either side of the main haulage
portal to where the unit becomes covered with talus. The same unit
farther away is streaked and banded with hematite. Inside the mine
at the edges of the ore body, the country rock is distinctly banded
dark and light red-brown along bedding planes. The sandstone
overlying the host unit is colored reddish-brown and contains almost
no mudstone interbeds. The color relations, although present around
most other mines, are particularly outstanding at this one because
the rim has been excavated to reveal an excellent rock exposure.
The host sandstone rests disconformably on a silty claystone and siltstone
unit about 12 feet thick. The uppermost one or two feet of the unit
is usually either green, gray-green, white, or mottled with red; the
lower part is brick red.

Most ore is in the lower 10 to 15 feet of the host unit in festoon and
other trough-type cross-stratified sandstones which have filled channels
and scours in the underlying claystone, but barren rock nearly always
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separates the ore from the claystone. Thin claystone splits and stringers
of mud galls outline individual festoons and lenses within the channels.
A "rattlesnake" pattern of red, pink, black, and brown stains,
combined with white bleached streaks and yellow ore impregnation
(fig . 8), is found in the lower 10 to 12 feet of the host sandstone.
This characteristic pattern abruptly abuts or grades into light and
dark red-brown color laminations of the country rock at the edges
of the ore body. At various locations within the ore pockets, the charac-
teristic pattern is absent; instead the sandstone is tan or yellow and
contains abundant halos of limonite stain, many of which are associated
with concentric diffusion bands of tyuyamunite. On a small scale
the characteristic "rattlesnake" stain patterns are guided by bedding
planes, but large areas of staining commonly cut across bedding.
A 6-inch to 1-foot-thick band of black to greenish-black unidentified
vanadium mineral, which rather closely follows bedding and dips
with the sides of the channel, often marks the top of the characteristic
staining as shown in section PQR, Figure 7. The lower boundary
of the characteristic staining is marked by-similar, though thinner,
bands of vanadium mineral through much of the mine.

Distribution of the characteristic staining and the vanadium bands
are almost entirely restricted to the main channel or to sandstones
in and immediately underlying smaller channels, trough lines of which
are shown in Figure 6. Because of these restrictions, it is believed
that the characteristically stained area is the location where primary
uranium, vanadium, and probably iron minerals were deposited.
Oxidation has since re-distributed some uranium and vanadium, but
no large scale movement has taken place since the secondary ore body
still closely follows the channel sandstones. Most of the uranium was
oxidized in place and is now found within the characteristically stained
zone or in the more intensely oxidized limonite stained zones. Some
of the uranium, however, was transported short distances so that
it now occurs either slightly above, slightly below, or adjacent to
the characteristically stained areas and the bounding vanadium bands.

The ore body is on the southwest flank of the Chuska syncline where
the sediments dip 2 degrees to the northeast. Data from drilling
indicate that no local irregularity in the dip is present in the vicinity
of the ore body (fig. 3). No faults are known in the mine vicinity.
Joints in the mine are well defined and persistently strike N. 60 W.
to N. 65 W. and dip 80 to 90 degrees southwest. Single joints may
be traced horizontally for as much as 50 feet. Vertical continuity cannot
always be ascertained, but single joints can be traced through a vertical
distance of about 15 feet. The joints are continuous only through sandstone
units; few joints pass megascopically into claystone or siltstone layers.
Most joint surfaces are rather smooth with no slickensides or other
signs of movement, but curving surfaces were also noted. Joint spacing
ranges from 1 to 5 joints per 10 feet, and joints are arranged in parallel
or en echelon patterns. Many joints are filled with tyuyamunite,
but the longest are not. Diffusion bands of tyuyamunite were noted
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emanating from and parallel to joint planes, indicating that at least
some secondary distribution of ore is controlled by joints (fig. 9).

Echelon Parallel

S:-: RME- 118
Figure 9. Diagram illustrating joint patterns and

diffusion bands associated with some joints
Camp mine.

tyuyamunite
in the

Mesa III Mine

The Mesa III Mine is on the west side of the reentrant between Mesas
II' and III on the southeast side of the Lukachukai Mountains (fig.
2). Elevation at the main haulage portal is 7,527 feet above sea level.
The base of the host unit is about 50 feet above the Salt Wash-Bluff
contact.
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The ore body consists of a series of elongate, connected masses of

ore ranging from 30 to 200 feet wide and over 1, 100 feet long. Thickness
of the ore ranges from 2 to 22 feet and averages about 6 feet. Figure
10 shows thickness, grade, and distribution of ore in the Mesa III
Mine area. The most common ore occurrences are (1) in sandstone
stained and cemented by tyuyamunite, dark vanadium minerals,
hematite, limonite and occasionally associated with a blue-green
copper mineral, (2) in mudstone pebble conglomerate or closely associ-
ated with mud galls and claystone splits, and (3) in association with
carbonized logs. The ore consists of tyuyamunite and partially to
completely oxidized vanadium minerals including metarossite, corvusite,
and vanadium clays (S. R. Austin, personal communication).

The host sandstone unit, which is 30 to 40 feet thick in the vicinity
of the mine, is tan, gray, or red, fine-grained, lenticular, cross-
stratified, and contains interbeds of claystone and siltstone. The
host unit rests disconformably on a 10 to 15 foot thick unit consisting
of horizontally bedded claystone, siltstone, and a few calcareous sandstone
layers (Section AB, fig. 11). The mudstones are predominantly red,
but the uppermost foot or two of the unit is gray-green or mottled
with red. A dark gray or red and gray silty claystone, 2 to 5 feet
thick, immediately overlies the host unit.

In the immediate vicinity of ore, the hostrock commonly contains
mudstone pebbles or chips and thin claystone seams which separate
individual lenses within the channel sandstone (fig. 11). Carbon
trash and logs are not abundant in the host unit, and are absent
from some thick ore zones. The ore zone commonly has a streaked
or mottled appearance owing to black and red staining and included
uranium and vanadium minerals; it is very similar in appearance
to the characteristically stained zone described in the Camp mine.
Concretions and bands of calcium carbonate, usually stained reddish-
black, are closely associated with ore. Barren sandstone, up to 10
feet in thickness, nearly always separates the ore zone from the mudstones
upon which the host unit rests, but the ore zone frequently extends
to the claystone which overlies the host unit.

Although the sedimentary trend pattern is rather complex, the biggest
part of the ore sandstone unit in the vicinity of the mine was deposited
by southeast-flowing streams. Streams which flowed east and slightly
north of east cut into and across the lower sands of the unit so that
a network of southeast and east-trending channel sands was built
up. Overall elongation of the ore body is parallel to the southeast
paleostream depositional trend, and with several exceptions, the connec-
ted ore masses are also elongate parallel to the sedimentary trend
(fig. 12). Ore occurs within and underneath sand-filled channels.

The values contoured in Figure 12 were derived by multiplying average
grade U 08 times total thickness of the mineralized interval. The
operator s gamma log interpretations of grade and thickness were
used. In order to avoid cluttering the map, no grade times thickness
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values greater than one were plotted. Figure 10 is a composite

tenor and ore thickness map of the Mesa III Mine vicinity. The cut-
off point is two feet of 0 .20 percent U 08 ore which makes the outside
contour, in effect, a grade times thickness contour with a value of
0.40. Only those grade and thickness values greater than 2 and 0.20
percent were used. For example, if gamma log interpretations indicated
3 feet of 0. 15 percent U3 0 8 , the values were not used; similarly, if
1 foot of 1.00 percent U3 08 was indicated, the values were not contoured.
Furthermore, values were not used if the ore was either higher or
lower than the mine level, even if grade and thickness were such
that the values would otherwise be used. This particular cut-off
was chosen because it was used by the operator during mining operations.
Ore thicknesses less than 2 feet cannot usually be economically mined
unless other determining factors are favorable.

The ore body is located on the southwest flank of the Chuska syncline
where the sediments dip about 11 degrees northeast. No apparent
irregularity in the homoclinal dip is present in the vicinity of the
mine (fig. 3). No faults are known in the immediate vicinity, and
no movement along small fractures was noted. Joints in the mine
are not as well defined as those in the Camp Mine, but four sets are
apparent. One set strikes N. 55-65 E. and dips 75to 90 degrees
southeast; a second set, perpendicular to the first, strikes N. 25-
35 W. and is nearly vertical. In addition to these two sets, a verti-
cal set striking N. 10 W. to N. 10 E. and a nearly east-west vertical
set are present, though not as prominent. Most joints are vertically
continuous only through sandstone units and apparently stop at claystone
or siltstone layers. No slickensides or other signs of movement were
noted on joint surfaces. Many joints are filled with tyuyamunite,
and diffusion bands of tyuyamunite are present parallel to the traces
of joints on mine walls.

Several ore pockets are elongate parallel to joint sets, rather than
to sedimentary depositional trends. Along the northeast side of the
mine, (fig. 12), the lobe-like projections outlined by the 0.5 contour
are elongate to the northeast, parallel to a prominent joint set. Similarly,
ore thickness and grade contours (fig. 10) show elongate extensions
and lobes parallel to prominent joint sets. The isolated ore pocket
is elongate in a nearly north-south direction, parallel to a joint set.
Other lobes and extensions outlined by the contours show a definite
tendency for both ore thickness and grade to deviate from the depositional
trend and be parallel to either northeast or nearly north-striking joint
sets.

Joleo Mine

The Joleo Mine is on the southwest rim of the Lukachukai Mountains
on the west side of Three Point Mesa (fig. 2). Elevation at the center
portal is 7,771 feet above sea level; coordinates at the portal are N. 94,565;
E. 202,119. The base of the host unit is about 65 feet above the Salt
Wash-Bluff contact.
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Ore occurs in (1) festoon and other trough-type cross-stratified

sandstone, (2) in limonite-stained, thin-bedded sandstone, (3) in

and around carbonized logs, (4) in mudstone pebble conglomerates,
or closely associated with thin claystone seams and galls. Individual
ore pockets within the ore body--shown in Figure 13 by the stoped
areas--are all connected by protore and range from 30 to 140 feet
long and 15 to 60 feet wide. The ore pockets are irregularly elongate
and in cross section are horizontally lenticular. The length is usually
about twice the width, and elongation is parallel to paleostream deposi-
tional trends. Thickness of ore ranges from 2 to 8 feet and averages
about 3 feet. The only identified uranium mineral is tyuyamunite,
which is associated with oxidized and partially oxidized vanadium
minerals including pascoite, corvusite, and vanadium clays (S. R.
Austin, personal communication). Ore minerals occur as interstitial
filling in sandstone, in, around, and probably replacing carbon,
as fracture fillings, and as diffusion bands.

The host sandstone unit in the vicinity of the mine is 25 to 40 feet
in thickness and consists of a lower horizontally-stratified sandstone
and an upper cross-stratified sandstone. The horizontally-stratified
sandstone is usually conformably underlain by 3 to 15 feet of red or
mottled red and green claystone and silts tone, but in places, cross-
stratified sandstones fill scours which have cut through the thin-bedded
sandstone so that the cross-stratified sandstones rest disconformably
on the claystone and siltstone series. The host sandstone is separated
from the overlying sandstone either by a 3 to 7-foot-thick gray or
mottled claystone or by a series of thin claystone and mudstone pebble
conglomerate beds. The host sandstone is gray, tan, or red, fine-
grained, lenticular, and contains mudstone pebble conglomerates,
claystone splits, and mud galls. Limonite and hematite stain are common
in the host unit. Small folds, wrinkles, and slump structures of
diagenetic origin are present in the host sandstone.

In the immediate vicinity of ore the same features are present, and
in addition, carbon material is abundant in the form of logs, branches,
trash piles, and tiny flecks along bedding planes. The ore zone commonly
has a streaked or mottled appearance owing to red and brown iron
stains and included uranium and vanadium minerals. Most ore is
in festoon cross-stratified sandstone, called the "C" unit in Figures
13 and 14, which fills scours in the underlying horizontally-stratified,
thin-bedded sandstone. This lower sandstone, called the "A" unit
in Figures 13 and 14, is the host rock for one of the ore pockets.
The "B" unit separates the channel-fill sandstone of the "C" unit from
the thin-bedded sandstone of the "A" unit and consists of mudstone
pebble conglomerate, siltstone, and claystone. In some places the
mudstone pebble conglomerate parts of the "B" unit are actually the
basal parts of the channel-fill sandstones of the "C" unit. In other
words the disconformity at the base of the channel-fill sandstone may
lie at the bottom, within, or at the top of the "B" unit. This particular
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division was chosen because it effectively separated three common

ore occurrences, namely in festoon cross-stratified sandstone, in

thin-bedded, horizontally-stratified sandstone, and in mudstone pebble

conglomerate lenses.

Paleostream depositional trends measured in the mine are plotted in

Figure 13. These individual measurements indicate that two main
sedimentary trends are present in the mine area. One of these strikes
nearly east, the other strikes north. Overall elongation of the ore
body is parallel to the easterly trend, but one large ore pocket
is elongate parallel to the northerly trend. Cross-stratified sandstone
of the northerly trend was observed cutting through and aross sandstone
deposited by the east-flowing streams. Carbonaceous logs and branches
are more abundant in the Joleo Mine than in most other mines, and
more specifically, carbon is much more abundant in channel-fill
sandstones deposited by the east-flowing streams than in comparable
sandstones deposited by north-flowing streams. The best ore pockets
are elongate parallel to paleostream depositional trends, and all large
ore pockets except one--that shown in section KL, Figure 14--are
in the "C" or a comparable unit. In the ore pocket through which
section KL passes, ore is in the "A" unit and in a mudstone pebble
conglomerate of the "B" unit. Other small ore pockets are in mudstone
pebble conglomerates of the "B" or similar units, but most are too
thin to mine.

The ore body is on the gently dipping southwest flank of the Chuska
syncline and is slightly over 2 miles from the axis of the syncline
(fig. 3). The sediments strike about N. 70 W. and dip 2 degrees
northeast. No faults are known in the mine vicinity. Joints in the
mine are well defined and form two sets which are essentially parallel
to the two paleostream depositional trends. The most prominent
set, which persists throughout the mine, strikes N. 79-84 W. and
dips southwest an average of 74 degrees. A second set, which is
found predominantly in sandstone deposited by the north-flowing
streams, strikes N. 4 W. to N. 12 E. and dips northwest an average
of 83 degrees. Single joints may be traced horizontally for as much
as 50 feet. Most joint surfaces are planar and rather smooth; no
slickensides or other signs of movement were observed on any fractures
in the mine or in the surrounding area. Joints are particularly dense
in several ore pockets, but dense jointing is also present in sub-ore
areas and in ore pockets. The joints are arranged in parallel or en
echelon patterns, and many joints are filled with tyuyamunite. It
is believed that the degree of joint opening, as now observed, is a
function of proximity to the surface or rim and of the age of the mine.
In any one mine, joint opening tends to increase toward the portals
or toward areas nearer the rim or surface; in older mines, joints
can be readily observed because of relative y large openings, whereas
in new mines, the traces of joint planes can hardly be detected.
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Cisco Mine

The Cisco Mine is on the west side of Cisco Mesa between the Camp
Mine and the Joleo Mine (fig. 2). Elevation at the portal is 7,713 feet
above sea level. The base of the host unit is about 55 feet above
the Salt Wash-Bluff contact.

Most ore is in channel-fill sandstone having trough-type cross-stratifi-
cation. The large ore pocket is irregularly elliptical in plan view
and is horizontally lenticular in cross section. Thickness of ore ranges
from 1 to 5 feet and averages slightly over 2 feet. As shown in Figure
15, the large ore pocket is 100 feet long and 60 feet wide and lies
within an elongate scour, the long axis of which trends in a northerly
direction. Tyuyamunite was the only uranium mineral identified at
the time this report was written. An unidentified black uranium mineral
(or possibly minerals) which assayed 18.22 percent U 3 08 and 18.77
percent V205 was collected. The mineral(s) occurs as small, black,
flattened nodules up to 2 centimeters long, and as flat, irregularly
shaped plates up to 4 or 5 centimeters long and is found in the uppermost
part of a 6-inch to 1-foot-thick red and black claystone. The uppermost
inch or two of the normally black claystone is always bright red where
the uranium nodules are present, but not all bright red parts contain
the nodules. Halos of white or yellow claystone separate the nodules
from the surrounding red claystone.

The host sandstone unit, which ranges from 20 to 38 feet in thickness
in the vicinity of the mine, is light gray or white to pink or red and
contains abundant red and/or black claystone chips. Thin stringers
of bright red claystone separate individual sandstone lenses within
the unit; very little megascopic carbon is present. The sandstones
are fine-grained, lenticular, and are predominantly channel-fill material
exhibiting trough-type cross-stratification. The host sandstone rests
disconformably on the scoured surface of a 7 to 12-foot-thick red and
green claystone and siltstone unit containing thin lenses of limey,
very fine-grained sandstone. A 5 to 15-foot-thick gray or green silty
claystone conformably overlies the host unit.

Most ore occurs in sandstone just above the black and red claystone
containing the black mineral nodules. The ore zone is primarily
in gray, cross-stratified sandstone which contains abundant black
claystone chips. Black and red stain and calcareous concretions are
common within the ore zone. Some ore is present just below the
black and red claystone in a host similar to that just described. Most
of the uranium nodules occurring within the black and red claystone
are of no economic importance unless they can be mined with ore above
or below the claystone. Ore is associated with megascopic carbon
at only one place in the mine. Near the top of the ore zone, black
to greenish-black vanadium mineral locally impregnates sandstone
containing red claystone chips. In such localities the normally bright
red claystone chips are partially altered to white so that a white shell
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surrounds bright red centers. Along the barren drift which leads

to the incline, (Section GH, fig. 15), the ore sandstone changes from
essentially gray or white to pink and red. Small-scale diagenetic

folding of thin sandstone and claystone beds is common within and
near the ore zone.

The dashed contours in Figure 15 are drawn on the base of the red
and black claystone previously described. Dip of 4 feet per 100 feet
to N. 30 E. has been subtracted so that the contours represent paleotop-
ography. The contours show that the large ore pocket lies within
an elongate scour trending in a northerly direction. Assuming that
elongation of the scour is parallel to the trend of paleostream deposition,
the ore pocket is elongate nearly twice the width parallel to the sedimen-
tary trend, and it roughly coincides with the configuration of the
scour. The ore body lies on the southwest flank of the Chuska syncline
where the sediments dip without apparent irregularity about 2 degrees
to the northeast (fig. 3). No faults are known in the vicinity of the
mine. Joints in the mine are well defined and form two sets, one of
which is predominant. The predominant set strikes N. 70-86 E. and
the average dip is 76 degrees southeast. A secondary vertical set
strikes N. 18-22 W. and is nearly perpendicular to the outer set.
The joints are vertically continuous through sandstone lenses and
can be traced horizontally up to 35 feet. No slickensides or other
signs of movement are present on the rather smooth, planar joint
surfaces. A few joints are filled with tyuyamunite, but most are slightly
open and contain no mineral filling. The joints are nearly perpendicular
to the elongation of the large ore pocket, but are parallel to the small
ore extension on the east side of the pocket (fig. 15). The large stope
has completely caved in since field work was completed, and all of
the workings beyond longwall section station C are now inaccessible.

Hall Mine

The Hall Mine is on the north side of Thirsty Mesa, on the southwest
rim of the Lukachukai Mountains (fig. 2). Elevation at a station just
outside the north portal is 7,422 feet above sea level. The base of
the host unit is about 40 feet above the Salt Wash-Bluff contact.

The largest ore pocket, roughly defined in Figure 16 by the shape
of the upper level workings west of longwall section station H, consists
of two elongate branches which form a crudely L-shaped deposit.
One branch is about 60 feet long and 30 feet wide and parallels the
northeasterly strike of the dominant joint set. The other branch is
about 150 feet long and 10 to 15 feet wide and parallels the southeasterly
paleostream deposition trend. This ore pocket is in limonite-stained,
trough-type cross-stratified sandstone. Thickness of the ore ranges
from 1 to 5 feet and averages about 2 feet. A second ore pocket, outlined
in Figure 16 by the shape of the lower level mine workings, is about
65 feet long and 15 feet wide and is oriented so that the elongation
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is parallel to paleostream depositional trends. A northeasterly extension

of this ore pocket parallels the strike of the dominant joint set. This

ore pocket is in nearly white, horizontally-stratified, thin-bedded
sandstone which disconformably underlies the channel-fill sandstone.
The ore averages less than 2 feet in thickness. A third ore pocket,
roughly defined in Figure 16 by the shape of the upper level mine
workings east of longwall section station H, is elongate to the northeast,
essentially parallel to the strike of the dominant joint set. This ore
pocket is in limonite-stained, channel-fill sandstone. Thickness of
the ore averages about 2 feet. The ore body and the.ore pockets are
all horizontally lenticular in cross section.

Ore mineral content is confined entirely to tyuyamunite; secondary
vanadium minerals, common in other mines, are absent. Hematite
stain, abundant in other mines, is virtually absent; instead, limonite
and/or other hydrated iron oxides stain the sandstone yellowish-
brown to dark brown. Ore in the nearly white thin-bedded sandstone
shows considerable disequilibrium with daughter product deficiency.
This may be due either to rather recent uranium deposition or to
selective leaching of daughter products (S. R..Austin, written communi-
cation).

The channel-fill sandstone, which is about 30 feet thick in the vicinity
of the mine, is light yellow or tan to dark brown and contains thin
claystone and siltstone splits, mud galls, and locally abundant mudstone
chips. The sandstone is fine grained, lenticular, and cross-stratified.
Most siltstones and claystones within the host unit are dark gray-green,
but some are mottled red and green. All mud chips and the outer
parts of claystone or siltstone seams which are in contact with limonite-
stained sandstone are altered to olive-drab color. Red color remains
only in the middle parts of the thicker siltstone or claystone seams.
The channel-fill sandstone rests disconformably on a series of thin
horizontally bedded sandstone, claystone, and siltstone beds which
total about 10 feet in thickness.

Although carbon trash and branches are extremely abundant in
the lower 3 to 5 feet of the channel-fill sandstone, the base of the upper
ore zone is 8 to 10 feet above the base of the sandstone in an interval
containing relatively little carbonaceous material. Within the channel-
fill sandstone, ore is concentrated (1) in areas where limonite stain
is more intense, (2) in areas where bedding is irregular rather than
planar, (3) in areas where mudstone chips are abundant or where
the sandstone is interstitially muddier, and (4) occasionally in and
around carbonaceous material. The uppermost sandstone of the series
of sandstone, siltstone and claystone beds which disconformably under-
lie the channel-fill sandstone is the host for a second ore zone (Section
FG, Figure 16). The sandstone is light-yellow to white, fine grained,
thin-bedded, and contains no carbon or mudstone chips. The ore
zone maintains a level attitude and may rest on the underlying siltstone
or come into contact with the disconformity at the base of the channel-
fill sandstone depending on their conformation. Calcium carbonate
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content in this ore zone is 7 to 10 percent whereas in the channel-

fill sandstone ore, calcium carbonate content is 2 to 5 percent.

Paleostream depositional trends measured in the mine are plotted in
Figure 16. Low points on the disconformity at the base of the channel-
fill sandstone were plotted to show the trough line of the channel.
Overall elongation of the ore body parallels the east to southeast paleo-
stream depositional trend, and most of the ore lies within the sand-
filled channel. As previously noted, the largest ore pocket is crudely
L-shaped and the branches parallel either the sedimentary trend or
the strike of the dominant joint set.

The ore body is on the southwest flank of the Chuska syncline in
an area where the average northeast dip of 2.5 to 3 feet per hundred
feet is reduced to about 1.5 feet per hundred; strike of the sediments
is N. 75 W. No faults are known in the vicinity of the mine. The
dominant joint set in the mine strikes N. 30-51 E., and the average
dip is 83 degrees northwest. A second set, which predominates
in new workings not shown in Figure 16, strikes about N. 60 W. and
is nearly vertical. Some joints are filled with tyuyamunite, but most
contain no mineral filling. Joint surfaces are rather smooth and planar,
and no signs are present to indicate movement along the fractures.

Mine 2, P-150, Mesa 1-3/4

Mine 2, P-150 is on the north side of Mesa I-3/4, on the southeast
rim of the Lukachukai Mountains (fig. 2). Elevation at the west
portal is 7,554 feet above sea level. The base of the host unit is about
70 feet above the Salt Wash-Bluff contact.

The ore body consists of one large ore pocket, roughly outlined in
Figure 17 by the shape of the large stoped area, and a smaller ore
pocket located in the vicinity of longwall section station F. The ore
pockets are surrounded and separated by protore. The dashed line
on the map is the zero contour separating protore from barren rock.
The large ore pocket is 260 feet long and 10 to 50 feet wide and is
elongate in a northeasterly direction, parallel to the average paleostream
depositional trend. The ore body is horizontally lenticular in cross
section, and ore thickness ranges from 1 to 5 feet and averages about
2 feet.

The only identified uranium minerals are tyuyamunite and metatyuyamu-
nite which are associated with partially oxidized to completely oxidized
vanadium minerals including corvusite, pascoite, and vanadium clay
(S. R. Austin, personal communication). Ore minerals occur as inter-
stitial filling in sandstone, as diffusion bands, and in and around
and probably replacing carbon.
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The host sandstone unit, which is 10 to 15 feet thick in the vicinity
of the mine, is tan or gray and contains claystone, siltstone, and mudstone

pebble conglomerate splits and seams. The sandstone is fine grained,
lenticular, and cross-laminated. Disconformably underlying the host
unit is a 5 to 10-foot-thick interbedded claystone and siltstone unit
which is gray or mottled with red in the upper foot or two and red
throughout the rest of the unit. A dark gray to gray-green claystone,
ranging from 2 to 6 feet in thickness, overlies the host sandstone unit
with apparent conformity. In some areas within the mine, this unit
is absent, and a mudstone pebble conglomerate seam disconformably
overlies the host unit.

Carbon flecks are locally abundant along bedding planes, but are
rarely associated with ore. Sandstone in the ore zone is gray or tan,
but in the immediate vicinity of ore, hematite, limonite, and black
vanadium stains are common and give the ore a characteristic banded
appearance. Mud galls and mudstone chips are common in the ore
zone, and often outline the base of individual sandstone lenses. Thin
bands of tyuyamunite may impregnate the sandstone at the contact
with claystone or siltstone partings. Barren rock nearly always separates
ore from the claystone and siltstone unit underlying the host sandstone.
Similarly, a barren zone is usually present between the ore and the
claystone or mudstone pebble conglomerate which overlies the host
unit.

Paleostream depositional trends measured in the mine are plotted in
Figure 17. The average current direction is to the northeast, and
elongation of the large ore pocket is essentially parallel to the paleostream
trend. The location of the edge of the channel shown in Figure
17 is the only place within the mine workings where the limit of the
channel may be observed. Here, a disconformity separates cross-
stratified channel-fill sandstone from horizontally-stratified over-bank
type sandstone and claystone strata.

The ore body is on the southwest limb of the Chuska syncline where
the sediments strike N. 60 W. and dip 1J degrees northeast, without
local irregularity (fig. 3). No faults are known in the vicinity of
the mine. Two rather divergent sets of joints are' present in the
mine, both of which are nearly vertical. The most common set strikes
N. 20-35 W., and the other set strikes N. 60-85 E. Joints are
usually arranged in parallel patterns, and single joints may be traced
horizontally up to 35 feet. Most joints are open and unfilled, but
as illustrated in Figure 18, some are filled with gypsum and directly
control the color change of sandstone from gray to tan or brown.
No fractures filled with tyuyamunite or other uranium minerals were
observed. Most joints are planar and have rather smooth surfaces.
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Other Mines

Mexican Cry Mine

The Mexican Cry Mine is on the east side of the southernmost tip
of Mexican Cry Mesa, on the southwest rim of the Lukachukai Mountains
(fig. 2). Elevation at the north portal is 7,400 feet above sea level.
The base of the ore zone is about 35 feet above the Salt Wash-Bluff
contact.

The plan and longwall sections of the mine are shown in Figure 19.
Ore occurs in thin, light-yellow, fine grained, horizontally-stratified
sandstones which are interbedded with claystone seams and the ore
is associated with the claystone and with reddish-black calcareous
concretions and bands. The claystones are red or mottled red and
green. Some of the thicker claystone seams are wrinkled and folded,
probably as a result of diagenetic movement. Sand-filled mud cracks
are common in the mine. Carbon is present as flecks along bedding
planes but is not mineralized. The only uranium mineral present
is tyuyamunite which occurs as interstitial filling and grain coatings.

Paleostream depositional trends, plotted in Figure 19, indicate thatthe ore-bearing sandstone was deposited primarily by east-flowing
streams, but since the ore does not occur in channel-fill sandstone,
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no elongate ore trend is present. Two sets of vertical fractures are

present in the mine; the most prominent set strikes N. 7 W. to N. 10 E.,
the other set strikes N. 83 E. to S. 80 E. Some joints are filled with

tyuyamunite, but most are open and contain no mineral filling. The

mine is on the southwest flank of the Chuska syncline where the sediments
strike N. 83 W. and dip about 1 degree northeast (fig. 3). No faults
are known in the vicinity of the mine.

Mine 1, P-21, Mesa II

The number three level of Mine 1, P-21 on Mesa II is shown in Figure
20. The number three level has no surface portal, but may be reached
through either of two raises (fig. 20). Elevation at the main haulage
portal on the number one level is 7,502 feet above sea level. The
mine is located in the reentrant between Mesas 1-3/4 and II. (fig.
2).

Ore is associated with black and red stained calcium carbonate concretions
or bands and with black and brown speckled or banded, thin-bedded
sandstone. A sooty black vanadium mineral which impregnates sandstone
is commonly associated with uranium. Tyuyamunite occurs as bands
and streaks filling interstices between sand grains and as diffusion
bands and halos. The ore pocket is 350 feet long and 100 feet wide
and is elongate parallel to the easterly paleostream depositional trends.
Ore thickness averages about 21 feet. Tyuyamunite was the only uranium
mineral identified at the time of this writing. Samples from the sooty
black vanadium pods, which range up to 3 feet thick, assayed up to
15 percent V 2 0 5 .

The base of the ore host unit at the number three level is 80 feet above
the Salt Wash-Bluff contact. The unit is about 10 feet thick and consists
of light gray or tan, very fine-grained, well sorted sandstone.
A few red and gray-green claystone partings and seams are present
within the unit at the west end of the workings, but the unit as a whole
is comparatively free of claystone splits. The host unit is conformably
overlain by about 8 feet of dark gray claystone containing abundant
pyrite concretions. Near the east end of the workings, (fig. 20) move-
ment has produced slickensides along a horizontal parting surface
in the lower foot of the claystone, and step-like breaks across the
slickensides indicate that the upper beds moved S. 73 W. in relation
to the lower beds. Irregular fractures filled with calcite produce
a "brecciated" effect in the claystone above the parting plane.
The host sandstone unit is underlain with apparent conformity by
about 10 feet of interbedded claystone and siltstone which is dark
red-brown and gray-green in the lower part and gray in the upper
part.

Paleostream depositional trends which were measured in the mine
are plotted in Figure 20. The trends, which were measured both in
the lower thin-bedded sandstone and in the upper cross-stratified
sandstone, indicate that the host unit was deposited by east-flowing
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streams. Elongation of the ore pocket is parallel to this easterly trend.

Most of the ore is in the lower 5 to 8 feet of the unit in thin-bedded,
horizontally-stratified sandstone. The upper 2 to 5 feet of the unit

is festoon cross-stratified and contains little ore. Brownish-black
diffusion bands, shown in Figure 20, sharply separate ore from a
barren tongue at the west end of the workings.

The number 2 level of Mine 1, P-21 was just being developed at the
time the mine was mapped, and no work could be done. Initial
development, however, shows that ore up to 20 feet thick is present
in the sandstone of the number 2 level. The base of this host unit
is 47 feet above the Salt Wash-Bluff contact, and the unit is 24 feet
thick at the outcrop. The sandstone is light gray, very fine-grained,
well sorted, cross-stratified, and contains claystone splits and seams
which separate individual lenses.

The P-21 mine is on the southwest limb of the Chuska syncline in an
area where the sediments strike N. 60 W. and dip 11 degrees northeast
(fig. 3). No faults are known in the vicinity of the mine.

Mine 1, P-150

The plan of Mine 1, P-150 is shown in Figure 21. The mine is on
the southern end of Mesa II, on the southeast side of the Lukachukai
Mountains (fig. 2). Elevation at the portal is 7,494 feet above sea
level. Ore pockets within the ore body are roughly outlined by the
shape of the stoped areas in Figure 21. In the large stoped area
on the east side of the workings, ore occurs primarily in limonite-
stained, cross-stratified sandstone containing abundant carbonized
logs and branches. In the middle and western stopes, most ore occurs
in limonite-stained sandstone containing carbon flecks along bedding
planes or in mudstone pebble conglomerate lenses. Some ore is
concentrated along the contact of a 6-inch to 18-inch-thick dark gray
claystone and the underlying sandstone. The ore consists of tyuyamunite
which is disseminated in the rock or which occurs as diffusion bands
and fracture filling. Pascoite is present associated with carbon, but
dark colored vanadium minerals, common in most mines, are scarce.

The host sandstone unit is the same as that present at the number
2 level of Mine 1, P-21 on Mesa II (Measured section, fig. 20). Lithology
of the unit is similar except that carbon is much more abundant in
the P-150 Mine. Paleostream depositional trends measured in the
mine are plotted in Figure 21. Elongation of the ore body as a whole
and of the two largest ore pockets parallels the easterly sedimentary
trend.

The sediments in the area of the mine strike N. 60 W. and dip 11 degrees
northeast toward the axis of the Chuska syncline (fig. 3). Two sets
of nearly vertical joints are present in the mine; one set strikes N. 55-
70 W., the other set strikes N. 15-30 E. Some joints are filled with
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tyuyamunite, but most are open and contain no mineral filling. No
movement along fractures was observed in the mine or in the vicinity.

Flag #1 Mine

The plan of the Flag #1 Mine is shown in Figure 22. The mine is
on Flag Mesa, on the southwestern rim of the Lukachukai Mountains
(fig. 2). Most of the ore is in cross-stratified sandstone containing
abundant elaystone chips, carbon trash, and interstitial clay.
The normal..pink color of the host unit in the surrounding area is altered
to tan in the'vicinity of the ore body. Lithology of the host rock is
similar to 'that previously described in the other mines. Overall elonga-
tion of the;pre body is parallel to the general easterly trend of paleostream
deposition. .

The sediments in the vicinity of the mine strike N. 62 W. and dip
about 1J degrees northeast toward the axis of the Chuska syncline
(fig. 3). Joints in the mine form a single set which strike N. 35-50 E.
and dip an average of 78 degrees southeast. Many of the joints
are open up to 0.3 inch and are completely filled with tyuyamunite.
At several locations, three or four such "veinlets" of tyuyamunite
are spaced closely enough so that they may be economically mined.
Several of the drifts shown in Figure 22 follow the strike of such minera-
lized "veinlets."
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Ore Guides and Controls

Previously published detailed subsurface studies of drilled areas
in the Lukachukai Mountains have reported local favorability
criteria and ore guides. Crew and Lowell (written communication,
1952) stated that the most reliable guide to ore deposits is the
presence of mineralized outcrops. Various other criteria were
tested by Crew and Lowell, who reported that isolith maps showing
the total thickness of "leached" sandstone (other than red sandstone)
in a particular ore-bearing unit were useful in outlining favorable
drilling areas. They pointed out that the maps so constructed
were of closely drilled areas where information was plentiful, and
they were uncertain whether similar maps constructed from less
drill hole data would prove useful. Stated in different terms,-
the problem was whether such data could be reasonably projected
into untested areas. Lithofacies maps showing the ratio of "leached"
sandstone to red sandstone also were said to be useful, but with
the above reservation. Isolith maps showing total cumulative
sandstone thickness in a particular ore-bearing unit and maps
with contours drawn on the base of particular ore-bearing units
were constructed, but proved of little value when used alone.

Masters (1953) reported that ore is restricted almost entirely to
zones which contain more than 50 percent favorably colored (gray
or limonitic brown) sandstone. Isopercentage maps- of favorably
colored sandstone were used rather than maps showing total thickness
of favorably colored sandstone or ratio of favorably colored sandstone
to red sandstone in the particular ore-bearing units. Rapid
lateral color variation is a characteristic of ore-bearing sandstones,
and sandstones which are persistently gray or limonite-brown
were conspired relatively unfavorable. Masters' mudstone: sandstone
ratio maps- showed ore bodies to be elongate parallel to and lying
in long narrow areas of the lowest mudstone: sandstone ratio,
that is, in areas where the particular unit contained largest cumula-
tive thickness of sandstone and smallest thickness of mudstone.
Such elongate connecting areas were interpreted to be paleostream
channels. Zones of favorable color were noted to correspond in
part to these paleostream channels, and it was concluded that such
areas of lowest mudstone: sandstone ratio'were trends of permeability.
This would be true provided the permeability of all of the sandstone
in the unit were constant throughout the extent of the unit. It

1/ Percent favorable color equals total cumulative thickness of favorably
colored sandstone divided by total cumulative thickness of sand-
stone in the particular unit, times 100.

2/ Ratio equals total cumulative thickness of mudstone divided by
total cumulative thickness of sandstone in the particular unit
being mapped.
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does appear that favorable color areas, at least in part, coincide

with areas of lower mudstone: sandstone ratio, and that such trends

may be projected. It should be remembered that the favorable lower

mudstone: sandstone ratio values are relative, that is, within reasonable

limits, favorable ground in one locality may have a much higher
ratio value than favorable ground in an adjoining locality.

Masters concluded that (1) color is a guide to ore and can be mapped
and projected (2) favorable color (gray or limonitic brown) zones
or trends generally follow permeability zones or trends, and (3)
ore bodies are elongate parallel to favorable color trends and to paleo-
stream depositional trends. Masters also listed the following character-
istics of ore bodies which may be useful as ore guides: (1) ore
bodies tend to occur along the flanks of wide channels, but may
completely fill smaller channels (2) they occur in gray or limonite-
brown sandstone adjacent to red sandstone, that is, in areas of rapid
lateral color change, and (3) they tend to occur in groups or clusters.

In all of the mines mapped during the present study, the host unit
in the vicinity of the ore bodies is predominantly gray, white, or
limonitic-brown. At or near the edges of the ore bodies, these colors
either abruptly abut or grade into the red color of the surrounding
country rock. Data concerning whether the color change is a result
of the passage of ore solutions is contradictory; however, the authors
believe that at least some, if not most, of the red coloration is a
result of oxidation of originally gray sandstone, and that not all
favorably colored areas resulted from the passage of ore solutions
which altered originally red rocks to gray.

In all of the mines mapped, the ore bodies are elongate parallel
to paleostream depositional trends, and although the ore body may
extend over several small channels, most of the ore pockets are elon-
gate parallel to and lie within sand-filled channels on the order of
25 to 150 feet wide. The lateral extent of most ore pockets is
controlled by the extent of the small channel in which the ore pocket
lies, but some ore pockets and extensions are controlled by joints.
The upper limit of ore pockets and ore bodies is often controlled
by an overlying claystone, but control of the lower limits is not.
Paleostream sedimentary channels and festoons, lineation, and rib-
and-furrow (Stokes, 1953) trends measured in the mines did not
always agree with channel trends outlined on mudstone: sandstone
ratio maps of the same area. Over a limited area of one or two mesas,
ore is confined to one or possibly two mappable, lenticular units
which thicken and thin perceptibly. The ore bodies occur in units
showing most rapid variation in thickness. Ore often occurs in argil-
laceous sandstones in preference to cleaner sandstones above or below.

Carbon is widely distributed and locally abundant. Some ore is
closely associated with carbon trash and logs, but the biggest part
of the ore is not closely associated with carbon. Therefore, if carbon
is to be considered one of the major constituents which create an
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environment necessary for the deposition of uranium, it is not always

the carbon itself that causes precipitation; decomposition products
of the carbon must penetrate the enclosing rocks and create an environ-

ment favorable for the deposition of ore through a rather broad
area. In the Lukachukai Mountains, carbon in the form of logs and
branches is most abundant in sandstones deposited by east and south-
east-flowing streams.

Masters (1953, p. 10) stated that the ore trend or belt exactly coincides
with a lenticular sandstone and mudstone facies of the Salt Wash.
Figure 23, a lithofacies map constructed from lithologic log data of
over 1,100 diamond drill holes, shows mudstone: sandstone ratios
of that part of the Salt Wash section which was cored. Although
the cored interval is not exactly constant over all parts of the map,
care was taken to select lithologic logs which represented as much
of the Salt Wash section as possible and still retain a more or less
constant interval and even distribution of data. The map presents
a fairly good picture of facies relationships of that part of the Salt
Wash with which it deals, and similar relationships may be inferred
for the entire Salt Wash section. The map shows that the concept
of facies change is substantiated, but the separate facies are not
broad belts as previously considered; instead, facies changes are
localized over small areas. It cannot be said that the ore belt
exactly coincides with a particular broad facies belt. Areas containing
high ratios of mudstone are present in widely scattered localities
but are most abundant in and near the ore belt where the mudstone,
distributed vertically through the section as distinct units, probably
"canalized" the flow of ore solutions. The facies relationships are
the result of the coalescing of fans, the deflection of streams away
from a structural barrier, and perhaps, in areas of high mudstone
ratio, the ponding of streams.

In summary, it is concluded that the location of the ore belt is
controlled by the intersection of vertical pathways through which
ore solutions moved--probably the northeast shear joints previously
described--and broad networks of channels which were favorable
for the deposition of uranium. The location of clusters of ore bodies
is controlled by the intersection of vertical or horizontal pathways
through which ore solutions moved and interconnected favorable channel
systems. The vertical pathways may have been the northeast shear
joints which distributed ore solutions either directly to the interconnec-
ted channels or indirectly through "permeability channelways"
in the host sandstone units. The size, shape, grade, and location
of individual ore bodies and ore pockets within the connected channel
systems are controlled by the following inter-related factors (1) quan-
tity of ore solutions available, (2) configuration of smaller channels
within the interconnected network of broad channel sandstones, (3)
variations in permeability, presence of carbon or its decomposition
products, and the presence of interstitial clay, all of which locally
create, within the channels, environments which may cause deposition
of uranium.
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Origin

Since only traces of primary minerals are now present in the ore

deposits, very little is actually known about the origin of uranium-

bearing ore solutions and original depositional processes, but it
appears that no mass re-orientation of ore bodies has taken place
during their history. Thus certain broad inferences may be made
regarding the origin of the deposits.

A syngenetic origin is very doubtful because of the apparent control
of the location of the ore belt by the distribution of joints and by
faulting at depth as well as by particularly favorable sedimentary
facies.

A telethermal origin has been considered for the deposits. Movement
along the "ancestral monocline" was apparently recurrent from Triassic
through early Tertiary time, and such movement strongly suggests
that a fault underlies the fold at depth and that the present fold
is the latest manifestation of such movement. Rocks at least as young
as Mesaverde age were undoubtedly involved in the folding but have
since been stripped by erosion. Post-Mancos igneous activity, probably
extending intermittently to late Tertiary time, is recorded in the
surrounding region by the Carrizo laccolithic intrusion and by numer-
ous dikes, sills, plugs, and flows. Thus the deep lying magma
which provided the intrusive and extrusive igneous material could
have been a source from which hydrothermal ore solutions were derived.
The fault could have served as a conduit to carry the solutions
upward toward the surface. However, evidence in the Carrizo Mountains
indicates that the intrusion of the laccolith was post ore.

The Brushy Basin Member of the Morrison Formation, although
not present in the Lukachukai Mountains, was undoubtedly deposited
across the area. Judging from exposures in the perimeter of the
Carrizo Mountains and in the Chuska Mountains, this unit contains
considerable widespread tuffaceous material. The authors ascribe
to the theory that devitrification and/or weathering of these Brushy
Basin sediments during the pre-Chuska erosion period could have
released uranium and other metals into the ground water in the
manner described by Garrels (1957). The ore belt of the Lukachukai
Mountains closely coincides with a set of shear joints which strike
N. 5 E. to N. 25 E. Moreover, the ore belt is elongate parallel
to this joint set but perpendicular or oblique to predominant sedimen-
tary depositional trends. These space relationships strongly suggest
that the ore belt and the joints are genetically related in that the
joints served as vertical passageways for the distribution of uranifer-
ous waters. Such a hypothesis would place the time of ore deposi-
tion in latest Cretaceous or early Tertiary time to conform with
the period of erosion, and formation of the fold and joints, and
this dating corresponds closely with the average age of ores on
the Colorado Plateau as determined by Stieff, Stern, and Milkey
(1953).
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If the northeast shear joints served as conduits for the downward

movement of ore solutions as proposed, they had little to do with

the emplacement of individual ore bodies, for these particular joints

are not present in all or even most of the mined ore bodies. The

features of the original depositional processes have been masked

or completely destroyed by oxidation of the ore bodies, but generalized

inferences may be made. Uraniferous solutions probably moved
downward from the eroding Brushy Basin shales and tuffs and
spread out vertically through the shear joints, then spread laterally
through the connecting sandstone channel systems and deposited
uranium at those sites where a particular physical or chemical
environment caused precipitation of primary ores or replacement
of carbon, cementing material, or other rock constitutents by primary
minerals. The Salt Wash was the most receptive host rock (that
is now known) because its particular lithology concentrated solution
flow through definite permeability channelways and afforded local
environments conducive to the deposition of uranium. Other formations
lack ore-grade deposits because either or both prerequisities
were absent, namely abundant ore solutions canalized along definite
paths rather than being dispersed and a favorable depositional
environment.
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CONCLUSIONS

All of the known large uranium deposits and most of the smaller
deposits are located within a rather well defined belt which trends

northeast across the southeastern end of the Lukachukai Mountains.
The location of the belt coincides closely with the distribution of
a joint set which strikes N. 5 E. to N. 25 E. and which appears
to be a set of shear joints. The western limit of the ore belt is
closely defined by the joints, but the eastern limit is bounded by
erosional pinch-out of the host rock or has not been explored.

Three generalized belts of paleostream depositional trends are present
in the Salt Wash. Immediately southwest of the axis of the Chuska
syncline is a mile-wide belt of complex patterns which trend north,
northeast, east, southeast, or southwest. Adjoining this belt to
the southwest is a parallel belt in which the stream trends are
predominantly east or southeast. In a belt along the southwest
rim of the mountains, nearly all of the stream trends are to the
northeast. The most extensive areas of high mudstone: sandstone
ratio are in the middle belt containing predominantly east to
southeast paleostream depositional trends. Less extensive areas
of high mudstone ratio are present in the other two belts of
sedimentary trends. The largest ore bodies are located in the
middle belt, either in areas of high mudstone ratio or where mudstone
ratio rapidly increases; in the other two sedimentary belts where
high mudstone ratios are much less extensive, most ore bodies
are located in areas of low mudstone ratio even though areas. of
higher mudstone ratio are present. This relation is probably a
result of the distribution of mudstones through the Salt Wash section.
The more continuous and extensive areas of high mudstone ratio
in the middle sedimentary belt apparently exert more control on
the location of ore bodies than do the less continuous higher mudstone
areas of the other two belts.

The above relations in the three individual sedimentary belts apply
to the total thickness of the Salt Wash section. Individual ore
bodies are controlled primarily by channel configuration within
a single sandstone unit of the Salt Wash. Within the northeastern
and southwestern sedimentary belts, areas of lower mudstone ratio
which lie within the ore belt, have been more thoroughly drilled
and--particularly in the belt along the southwest rim--the average
size of ore bodies is smaller.

Direct evidence that the N. 5 E. to N. 25 E. joint set plays an
important role in the location of the ore belt is lacking. In order
to establish such a genetic relation, the distribution and configuration
of the joints would need to be more closely investigated not only
the Salt Wash but also in the Chinle Formation, now almost totally
unexplored, but which contains favorable sandstones in the lower
part above the Shinarump Member.
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APPENDIX

In order to aid prospective operators in the area, a very short
summary of drilling conditions encountered and techniques and
equipment used by the Commission and its contractors is here presented.
Table 1 summarizes drilling statistics for the six Commission drilling
projects.

The host target in all holes was the Salt Wash Member of the Morri-
son Formation (Figs. 2 and 4). Some holes were drilled into the
Bluff Sandstone in order to provide data for drawing a structure
contour map, but most holes were bottomed near the base of the
Salt Wash. Overlying formations which were penetrated in various
holes include the Recapture and Westwater Canyon Members of
the Morrison Formation and the Chuska Sandstone. Except for
a small amount of coring in the Recapture Member, only the Salt
Wash was cored; average core recovery was about 83 percent.
Drilling depths ranged from 50 to 950 feet and averaged 204
feet. The maximum depth to the base of the Salt Wash would be
slightly over 1,400 feet.

Drill holes were located according to various grid patterns or as
fences across previously mapped and projected sedimentary channel
trends in the Salt Wash. CP-8 drill rigs mounted on two-ton
trucks were used for shallower coring. CP-15 and Sullivan HD22
truck-mounted rigs were used for deeper drilling. A Mayhew 1000
truck-mounted rig was used exclusively for plug bit drilling in
formations overlying the Salt Wash. Feet drilled per shift ranged
from about 50 to 100. Water was hauled from any of the developed
springs shown in Figure 2.

Lithologic logs and drill hole location maps of the AEC drilling
projects in the Lukachukai Mountains have been placed on open
file by the Grand Junction Office of the AEC.
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TABLE I

Summary of Drilling Statistics

Project

Lukachukai #1
AT (30-1)-1021

Lukachukai #2
AT(30-1)-1139

Lukachukai #3
AT (30-1)-1263

Lukachukai #4
AT (30-1)-1364

Lukachukai #5
AT (05-1)-234

Lukachukai #6
AT(05-1)-257

Contractor

Minerals Engi-
neering Co.

Minerals Engi-
neering Co.

Joy Manufac-
turing Co.

Minerals Engi-
neering Co .

Minerals Engi-
neering Co.

Pennsylvania
Drilling 'Co.

Duration

Sep., 1950-
Feb. , 1951.

5-11-51 to
11-21-51.

6-15-52 to
11-17-53.

10-20-52 to
4-15-53.

7-15-53 to
4-30-54.

7-8-54 to
8-24-55.

Total Feet
Drilled

49,984

89,887

90,000

12,426

71,683

60,218

Number
of Holes

322

560

544

Avg.
Depth-,
Feet

155.2

Avg.
Spacing,
Feet

213.8

160.5 212.0

165.4 262.0

44 282.4 297.0

241

124

297.4 389.6

485.6 487.7

No. of
Ore

Holes*

No. of
Min.

Holes

Percent
Core

Re coveriy}

22 88 68.5

75 160

98 155

8

88.0

84.6

6 85.7

25 33 82.6

14 27 84.7

*An ore hole is defined as containing at least greater than 1 foot of 0. 20% U 3 08 or equivalent.

0~1
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DATING OF IGNEOUS ROCKS

(To accompany footnotes on pages 11 and 15)

Since this report was written, radiometric age dates of certain igneous
rocks in the Four Corners have been published. K-Ar dating of the Carrizo
laccolith by Armstrong (1969, p. 2084) indicates an age of 67 m.y. or
Laramide. Shiprock dates 30.6 m.y. or mid-Oligocene according to Armstrong
(1969, p. 2085). Pohlmann (1967, p. 67) reports a date of 31 m.y. for a
vogesite still encountered in an oil well drilled in the Lukachukai
Mountains southwest of Red Rock Trading Post.

The Chuska volcanic rocks have been considered to be Pliocene in age because
of similarities to the Hopi Buttes volcanic field which has been dated as
Pliocene. Based on these dates, and assuming all of the volcanic rocks of
the Chuska Mountains are mid-Oligocene in age, the Chuska Sandstone would
be Oligocene or possibly Eocene in age as surmised by Strobell (1956) and
Gregory (1917, pp. 15 and 81).

WLC
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